November 29, 2020—Hosted by Kunsthaus Glarus
and Drei, Cologne
Organized in collaboration with Elisa R. Linn

Filzengraben Boulevard

13:52:09

by Julia Scher

13:56:59

“Charles Sloan”: Julia Scher
“Julia”: Elisa R. Linn
Host (“The Center”): Joseph Lubitz
Online survey conceived by Elisa R. Linn and Joseph Lubitz.
Designed by Chiara Sbolci.
Concept and zoom chat text by Elisa R. Linn.
All participants were required to complete an online survey prior to attending this
event, which took place on the application “Zoom.” The survey can be viewed at:
filzengrabenblvd.getaccess.experimentallectures.org
After the introduction, a series of messages from “The Center” typed into the waiting
room chat box, the audience is admitted from Zoom’s waiting room into the Zoom
meeting for “Filzengraben Boulevard.” Julia Scher is visible in a dark room, sitting
up in bed, the laptop light reflecting off of her glasses. Her online handle reads
“Charles Sloan.” She is wearing a white t-shirt with a logo containing the words
“Danger Dirty Data” and a black headset. On the wall behind her are x-ray images
affixed to the wall with blue painter’s tape, which are illuminated by a small bedside
lamp. In the chat window of Zoom, messages attributed to the handle “Julia” appear
while Julia performs.
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From The Center : *********Welcome to the Waiting Room for “Filzengraben Boulevard” by Julia
Scher**********
From The Center : Thank you for coming! We will
begin shortly.
From The Center : *********Welcome to the Waiting Room for “Filzengraben Boulevard” by Julia
Scher**********
From The Center : My name is Joseph Lubitz, and together with Gordon Hall, I organize the Center for
Experimental Lectures.
From The Center : Please feel free to let me know
either through a Zoom message or through my email
josephlubitz@experimentallectures.org if you have
any questions or concerns: we want to make you comfortable.
From The Center : This zoom meeting is being recorded, and documentation of this event will be
posted to the archive of the Center at http://experimentallectures.org, where you can
also sign
up for our mailing list to receive notifications
about our upcoming events.
From The Center : We will begin letting people in
shortly, how ever, the Zoom meeting has a capacity
of 100, so if you are unable to enter the meeting
we hope you watch via the livestream to Youtube at
this link:
From The Center :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFMfXoWIZVs
From The Center : We usually begin each event at
the Center with a short reading, and I would like
to begin the following poem by Gregg Bordowitz,
from the collection Tenement:
From The Center : NEW AMSTERDAM
From The Center : Museum sink attachments
Netherlands
From The Center : Philosopher hotel breakfast
buffet
From The Center : Today lilies gone vase dry bright
day
From The Center : Dozen or so bicycles chained park
fence
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From The Center : Lavender bike remains behind a
sign
From The Center : Everything has changed nothing
has changed
From The Center : Yesterday’s interview felt exposing
From The Center : Netherlands returned to interrogate
From The Center : Played between composure / composition
From The Center : Writing composes day composure
against
From The Center : Loneliness or solitude difference
From The Center : Object lost object possessed composite
From The Center : Interrogation drew struggles
guilt
From The Center : Compelled ego unable resist light
From The Center : Recording device blinking light
number count
From The Center : Consent given reluctantly wanting
From The Center : Listen please listen make coherence here
From The Center : With that, I want to say thank
you especially to Elisa R. Linn for developing this
concept and for introducing me to Julia. Thank you
to Chiara Sbolci for developing the online security survey, and to Drei and Kunsthaus Glarus for
hosting this event. Documentation of Julia’s recent
solo exhibition at Drei, and also of the group show
at Kunsthaus Glarus (which closed today) in which
her work was included, are available online.
From The Center : Please standby to be let in.
From Julia : How sweet of you to appear on the
screen, Miss moist material-mate!
From Julia : you are the one that does it all
...the one that does it all
From Julia : the one that checks itself the one
that checks the user

From Julia : or capitalist insertion of rightwinger
blues?
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From Julia : hair pulling, hair twirling, and wig
analysis family and sex partner income locators
hoofed and cloven ring masters
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From Julia : $ 1000.00 chronic lung lubricators...
incredible waste... therapy for fear of the unknown
and incredible waste...
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From Julia : “The most important thing Sleep Eze
delivers is “value”.
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From Julia : Our products and services are never
compromised; we believe in providing customers with
high-quality mattresses without having to pay the
price.
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From Julia : We are known for our affordable rates,
great customer service, and most importantly:
From Julia : creating the nation’s best natural latex mattress.
From Julia : We are looking forward to serving
you.”
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From Julia : apart from sleeping, resting, making love and masturbation, the bed lends itself to
countless other activities ...
From Julia : such as reading, writing, composing,
having breakfast, receiving visitors, crying, smoking, and watching television
From Julia : beds are intrinsic to being human.
From Julia : as the Vietnam War raged in 1969, John
Lennon and his wife Yoko Ono held two week-long
Bed-ins for Peace...
From Julia : one at the Hilton Hotel in Amsterdam
and one at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal
From Julia : the media thought they were going to
“make love in public,” based on the fact that the
art for their 1968 album “Two Virgins” featured the
couple naked
From Julia : but in fact they wore pajamas and sat
in bed for a week and invited the press to ask them
questions between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. each day.
From Julia : Jesus’ use of beds is the exception
that proves the rule.
From Julia : Jesus never goes to bed.
From Julia : The only sleeping Jesus does is while
lying in a fishing boat not in a bed. This is an
observation also made by the French writer Guy de
Maupassant
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From Julia : having one’s own bed in one’s own territory, a place to be one’s self, is widely regarded a ‘basic human right’
From Julia : it is indeed the ‘dressing’ of the bed
more than the bed itself that provides the sleeper
with a sense of Heimlichkeit and with personal comfort.
From Julia : someone else’s sheets cause discomfort
(unless that person is a close relation)
From Julia : such bedding is ‘dirty’.
From Julia : a bed fails to provide that security
and intimacy if an enemy can intrude into its privacy or if it is located in a public area
From Julia : providing healthy and comfortable beds
and related equipment has become a “rapidly burgeoning sleep industry” ...

From Julia : Warhol filmed 
The Bed,a play by Robert
Heide around 1965.
From Julia : it was 
about gay existential angst:
From Julia : an existential time-warp scene in
which the two men, drinking and drugging, could not
get out of their bed for days or weeks at a time
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From Julia : I’m not in love
So don’t forget it
From Julia : It’s just a silly phase I’m going
through
And just because I call you up
Don’t get me wrong
Don’t think you’ve got it made
I’m not in loooove
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From Julia : the effects of camouflage and pictorial art offer ethical caution against the rush to
judgement ...
From Julia : camouflage is a game we all like to
play, but our secrets are as surely revealed by
what we want to seem to be as by what we want to
conceal...

From Julia : “In Germany the craze is for camouflage
bed- sheets”, enthused a newspaper in 2001
From Julia : In France they go wild for camouflaged
loo paper while in Belgium camouflage curtains are
all la rage
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From Julia : there are proper ways to disperse your
planes and the use of “camo” to make your plane less
visible...
From Julia : Deceit is an important component in
warfare. You must fool your enemy before you get
fooled. You will see the importance of keeping your
mouth shut, even in bed.
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Julia : your naked hand is the one that does it
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From The Center : Thank you all for coming.
From The Center : Have a safe evening.
From The Center : Your answers have been saved, and
an archive of this event will be stored in the Center for Experimental Lectures.
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From Susanna Schoenberg : thank you
From Rosa Sarholz : Thank you!!
From Lena Ditte Nissen : <3
From esenol : Thank you Julia
From walter prawn : Applause!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
From wngvng : thxxxx
From catalina bucos : Thank you!
From Amelia Russo : Thank you!
From Daniela Leder : Thank you!
From Susanō Surface (they/them) : 🤩🤩🤩
From manuela serra _ officinevida | noarte : Thanks
Julia
From Ginevra Shay : Amazing thank you !
From Silvia Capuzzo : thank you! :)
From Sina Seifee : thank youuuuu
From John Miller : Thanks Julia. Gute Nacht
From Lars Karl Becker : thanks!
From Christoph Draeger : Thx. Good night and good
luck
From iPhone von Volker : thank you julia.
From John Miller : Danke too
From T : <3
From Martina Haidvogl : byeeee thank you!! <3
From Cory Lund (he/him) : thank you!!!
From Nikolai Meierjohann : thank you
From Eva B : Thank you dearest Julia, always
amazing!
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